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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Although this dissertation encompasses ten years

^t +1- n nrrfnrr+ nf Ezr1.1m T,poae it haS not aimed at\JI LlLE UU LIJU L U! ! 6! vrtr usY u

l-n;nn r n:+-:'lz ^€ L.i- mi-^f WOfkS.Delng a catarogue rarsonee or nl-s malo

It is not biographical nor analytical and does

not nrcqen f a r-h rnnn-l ncri r-a l dorrp'l nnmen i-.allluL }/!g-grrL 
q vrl!vlrvrvyrvs!t se

serrltenee - On l.' j-he mnq1. i mnOf tant dateS af e given

where absolutely necessary and specific works are

discussed in terms of the aims of the paper. An

outl-ine of the major biographical and public
events of the artistrs life may be found in the
^**^- ,.].i .,OUU€IIU]  T

The dissertation pLtrsues a strong sociological
dj-recti-on which considers the artistrs experience
in his society. The methcd employed does not
claim to decipher nor to explain meaning as this
.: ^ - 'r .:s.i r..i na prOCeSS. It aims rather tO ConrmentI5 d. I.LILt-L LII]\-1

upon creative visual production and the way in
which the viewer may perceive and interpret the
signs, symbols, shapes and textures which reflect
Legae's aesthetic intention and his rel-atj-onship
to a unique society.

Many probl-ems and difficulties are encountered when

wrj-ting on a subject as contemporary as this.
Issues considered may be highly contentious and it
is inevitable that no matter how academj-c one

attempts to be, certain personal attitudes might
be reflected. Although direct contact has been

maintained with both the artist himself and several
of his close associates, I have at all tj-mes tried
to remain methodologically distanced from a dis-
cussion of the person of the artist. Although the
sway of his influence remains strong, the general
scope of this dissertation has been to consider
Legae's work within the context of his society and

culture. Each is uni-que in one way or another.
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I have explored some of the circumstances which I
consider important that obtain outside of the works
themselves. Legae's codes, symbols and images are
sociarry determined and therefore one must consid.er
the condi-tions that pertain outside the works as
well. They encompass personat,political, social and
historical- forces which influence his imagery and
production. Thus the viewer-reader has to assess
the poriticar structure, the society and its culture
and the market as completely as he or she examines
the repeated shapes, forms, colours and textures
that are the visual vocabulary of Ezrom Legae.

The nature of the research necessary for this dis-
sertation precluded the extensive use of written
works r primariry because very rittle has been written
or published that relates directly to the subjectl
T }-^-l J r.r rrercr many oiscussions, mostly informal, wj-th
people who share similar interests. Their comments
and insights were as useful as authoritative written
texts and f thank them all although I have not
listed their names individually. Those people whose
names I do acknowledge with sincere and grateful
thanks, have given me valuable heIp. Wj-thout them
and their gracious assistance this dissertation
woul-d not have been possible. My gratitude is ex-
tended to Ezrom Legae, Dr.Anj_tra Nettleton, Linda
Goodman and the staff at the Goodman Gallery
especially Neil Dundas, CeciI Skotnes and Egon
Guenther and to both my son Ari and Bob Cnoops
who took the photographs.



INTRODUCTION

There is a very strong relationship between politics
and every facet of South African life. While this
paper does not intend to explore this relationship,
nor to examine to what extent this phenomenon exists
it is necessary to acknowledge its inlportance. The

basic structure of the constitution of the country,
which is endorsed by the behaviour of many South
Africans, is one of oppression and suppression of
rights , for both individuals and groups, and has
heen the ner\/adi no i nf l rronqg on the dailv 'l i f e of
the majority of South Africans. 'PoIitical' then,
':^ r-^j*- "^^r in its widest terms aS it nertainsa- ugarrY u-gu rrr a L- wruE- L Lc!r[5 q> -L L vs! uqrrtJ

to the policies of the government and the way in
which these policies permeate the lives,attitudes
and crrra.l i l-rr nf l-ife of ever\/ nerqcrn in South Afrj_ca.

The deeply invasive nature of the political ethos
in South Africa is encapsulated in the following
statement made by Nadine Goroimer with reference
to her own work. This can however be interpreted
as being pertinent to all South Africans in one

way or another.

WeI1, the political aspect is something that
came into my work implicity, because the life
around me was imbued with it,even the most
private aspects of politics. Politics in
South Africa wasn't and isn't something that
you choose to become involved i-n. The whole
political climate, the social- order, the way
you live, are determined by politics,without
any question of choice coming into it.
(Gordimer,19 B5,p 16)

However, the efficacy of the apartheid structure
j-s such that a divided society exists as a fact
of South Afri-can life and this has a direct effect
on culture in general and on artistic output in



particular. It will be seen that Legae's work is
a reflection of this society in all its complex

forms. The complexity is reflected as he communicates

this in his sculptured forms or in his drawings

and mixed media works.

Because the development of Afrikaner culture was

considered to be of prime importance to the growth

of the 'volk', a strong form of apartheid i-n the

arts was instituted and perpetuated by both the

supporters and detractors of apartheid. The

allegicrnce of the f ormer is obvious , Yet, in the

case of the latter, there was a determined effort
to break away as much as possible from the hegemony

of Nationalist Government.

One of the major problems with this 'cultural
nnarthe'i d' is that critics and art historians seemsvs!

t; find it necessary to place black art into
nol i f i r-a'l r^rr cj_ hn'i r- r:a i- eoories . In an article invvll ulvql vs evl, v

"The Weekly Mail" (October 31- November 6,1986)
Charlene Smith reports that many buyers tend to
"ignore works which fail to fit their preconceptions
that African art should be either 'political' or

'ethnic'. Black artists, she says....

are being seriously inhibited by art buyers
and critics - who tend to be white resisting
work that doesn't fall into a "black art",
"protest art" or "township art" category.
(Weekly Mqil, ibid, p fB)



This leads to a fundamental question that does not
seem to have one universal answer. The question is
whw i q fhe art of a nerson whose skin colour is
black called "black art" whereas the same does not
apply to a so-call-ed white person? This phenomenon

is not unique to South Africa although the situation
is a*u""tb.ted here. x

In her book "Art and. Artists of South Africa" EsmA

Berman states;

With due respect for the ethnic pride which
motivated the organization of an exhibition
devoted specifically to works by black artists,
it is a principle of the author of this
publication to discourage ethnic differentiation
of artists, South African or other, dL the
professional level-; (folk art may justify a
different attitude ). (Berman, I9B3, p 64)

Whilst it is desirable that "ethnic differentiation"
should not be an issue, unfortunately it is a fact
of the present status quo and part of the ongoing
situation in South Africa that art has to be

*The Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford , Connecticut, U. S . A
had "an exhibition of "Afro-American Art" entitled
HIDDEN HERITAGE during JuIy and August 1986.This
covered the work of Black American artists from
I-BOO - 1950. The large rangie of work included. the
paintings of Bob Thompson whose work,according to
the official information, showed "the complexitj-es
and contradictions" which could be said to have
derived from a variety of very different sources.
These include the "Afro-American music of his own
f i mett - ,t A ca r1..€'.'l - r-,r,1.' af J- he trtr ronean OId MaSte1. S 

t' 
,Lllltg t q uq! g! Utr - UUUy V! Ullg !u! vt/sqll

"contemporary painters whose works offered viable
alternatives to the hegemony of abstract expressionism
current at the time he was a young art student" and a
study of "African art as wefl". Although this
description could so easily fit any contemporary artist
there is a suggestion of distinction and separation in
the whole concept of an exhibition devoted to black
artists despite the euphemistic title.



considered in this Iight
as if it did not exist.

It cannot be dismissed

Berman does however acknowledge that Africa "as
a context of experience" (Berman, 1983, p 13) is
important in terms of South African art. She

recognises that as this art separated itself
"from j-ts traditional European antecede.nts"
(&.nenr' p t3) j-t was to confront "a new problem -
that of choi-ce between eclectic internationalism
or sel-f-conscious Africanism" 1('",.,.-.^ '- 'lim'. (t,;,- n.,",,, n 13 f 4)

When she writes of " the phenomenon of urban black
art" of the mid-196O's she notes that it

was no longer being regarded as a
curiosity and the initiators were maturing
in their estabtished careers, (where) they
too found themselves confronted by the
problem of identity and identificatj_on which
had become the obsessional issue of all
South African art. The question of the Sixties
was essentially, "Who am I and where am I
going? 'r
(Berman, L983, p IB)

Berman tends to oversimplify the
philosophical concern which coul-d
more equitable society. Gordimer'
more acute.

issue into one of
be acceptable in

s insight is far

But there have been few if any examples in
human histep'y of the degree, varlety and
intensity of confl-icts that exist between the
South African artist and the external power
of society it is at the widest level
of the formation of our society itself | ...
that the external power of society enters the
breast and brain of the artist and determines
the nature and state of art.
(Gordimer, 1979, p 2)



She concludes from the two ideas above that because
nf f J-ra arrarrrrlrrr 'l'i fa aF cnrll|1 Af f iCa "COnditiOnS Of

profound alienation" prevail amongst South African
artists. She does not differentiate on an ethnic
level and she uses the concept of alienation as a

condj-tion in which one is either being rejected or
rejecting others.

These feelings of alienation could be said to have
been transferred into the extreme anger that burst
upon South Africa j-n June L976. The-regime which
had been considered by many to be monolithic and

invincible now showed its weakness. L97 5 was an

important and traumatic year for al-l South Africans,
especially for those Iiving in the black areas.

A vital- part of the tradition of Africa is the
individual's role as part of the community which,
. . ^.e.iain Iy:C , led many concerned people to re-evaluate
and question their roles in society. Black collective
consciousness brought people together despite their
ethnic ano political- differences. The result of the
^nr ..i f -i ^-'i -:^ a.i,,.i r ,,^r^^^-,-1,vrrLruqr qrru vrvrr uprlEqual was a multitude of

sociocul-tural- changes in all walks of life which
included an enormous shift in cultural direction as
wcJ-r.

ll f'L^,,^L 
^-'l-. 

lan ^tnlurrvqyrr varrJ ten years of Legaets work are under

review in this paper, they are ten crucial years in
terms of South Africa. Every aspect of life is
radically different now in 1986 as the focus on the
struggle for freedom has been subject to numerous
pressures. Conditions that prevailed in L976 no longer
exist and ideological practices that were either
d.omj-nant then or whj-ch even enjoyed popular acceptance
are now undergoj-ng a process of sweeping change.



Any art historical approach must take into account
the significance of the prevai_1ing ideological and
social condj-tions as they a.f f ect the artist's
production. Because the art of Ezrom Legae was
created within an "unnatural and oppressive social
order" (Gordimer, 1985, p 16) consideration of his
oeuvre has to acknowledge this fact.

A subtle underlying political awareness and
consciousness had arways been present in his drawings
and sculpture prior to L976. Although this j_s

generally interpreted as social-consciousness only,
given the pervasiveness of the politicar structure
in South Africa, the two are inextricably i_nter-
rel-atec:. The events of 1976 and 1977 heightened
^^1.i.t-.i^-'lpur-rLr-udr_ awareness and covert political j_magery

began to emerge in his art forms. The conscientizing
was a logical development for a man who shares the
strong sense of communalism whi_ch is so prevalent
in terms of community awareness in African society.



CI]APTER ONE

In her l'g74 article on Ezrom Legae, A Man of Two worlds,
Dina Katz has quoted Legae saying "We Blacks have one

foot in western society. The subculture to which this
has given rj_se is significant in our work." (Katz,L974,

p 6r) Based on this remark and other observations and

assumpti-ons she has concluded that Legae is "a man of
two worlds" who has attained success "in interpreting
his cultura] impulses in Western media and techniques,
while retaining his validity in both worlds - "
, ).( 

^-rtz, 
p bJ)

As recently as 1986, Legae has said;

In a way she is right. I am not a traditional
person. I'm born in an urban area. The
r.lresent-a1- ion of mv work is not classical}/! erurr

African. (pers. comm. 29 November 19B6)

He contj-nued to explain that he was born in Ferreirastown,
Sophiatown where an African's identity was different
from that of a person who grew up in a predominantly
African culture in a place like Zululand or Swaziland.
But a large part of hj-s life has been spent within Soweto

and. Johannesburg. The latter, like New York, is a "melting
pot, the pot-pourri-, the fusion of culture" where one

feels as one would in any cosmopolitan centre, he said.
(pers. comm. 29 November 1986) . He continued to explain
that j-t was upon that condition that a "subculture" is
built. Legae said further;

I am not a basic African I am infl-uenced and
I have lived amongst people of your culture and'
as such how do f call myself? As to men in the
rural traditions I am not one of them- My values
have changed. They are probably not even Western -
almost, but... (pers.comm. 29 November 1986)



He expanded, explaining lfr.t within the ghetto that
is Soweto...

One has a particularly African ghetto. Jewish
people had their ghettos... I don't know much,
but these are different. There was a culture
there... But here the ghettos were created
for a different reason . . . for iabour? and
. . .? I don' t know. (r:ers . comm. 29 November
]eB6)

Both a traditional cultural heritage and a typical
Western life-style are therefore vital factors which
contribute to the images and forms of Ezrom Legae.
In addition there is the life that revolves around
the unique culture of Soweto but which somehow he

seems to perceive as part of the subculture which
is in realifv rzcrrz r1iffir-rr'l{. fn ninnninf and define.!J 4Vq!

But in this amalgam of "two worlds" the artistrlike
al-l South Af ricans, h;:s an added dimension with
which to contend and that is that he is both a

product and a victj-m of apartheid. This raises
issues which lead to many questions with regard to
the drawings and sculpture. Because of ongoing
rac j-al- divisions, the resulting socialization leads
to stereotyping from which flow certain expectations
on fhe nart of:ll noonle frOm the artist tO the
market, the viewer to the crj-tic. This j-s because
black experience is so radically d.j-fferent from white
within the context of the South Afri-can situation.
Each represents a totally different reality.

However, Ezrom Legae does not consider himself as a

man who belongs to only one society. "f think of
myself as an overall human beingr" he said, who

wants people to have the necessary "rapport,
whereby we understand one another." (pers.comm.

19 April 1986)



This humanity underlies alI
clear in both his sculpture
1976. Coupled with this is
amnAJ- hoJ- i r- f aal -i ncr f nr h i cErrrt/q urlg urv !9urrrrY

his work and is very
and drawings prior to

an intense and

^i.tn 
na^n lA TTTFIACA a\ror\7-

'1.- .i ^tlr-day affl-ictions were the primary subject of
art.

I draw and model from my immed.iate €-nvironment
f see things around me, and then suddenly
something will- attract my attention - a person,
a sEoner dD animal , a plant- and then I'm away.*

Single motifs and sculptural forms from his immediate
environment seem to dominate Legae's output of
drawings prior to L976. He generally seemed to discard
any suggestion of a background and would only add an

object if it was directly pertinent to the subject
matter.His drawing of a Washer Woman (fig f) includes
a galvanized. iron washj-ng tub and scrubbing board
typical to South Africa. These he depicts as having
become almost an integral part of the woman herself.
Both the baby bound to her back and the tub blend into
her body to show the burdens with which she has to
contend. In this way Legae concentrates attention
entirely upon his statement which is contained in the
unitary i-magei commenting upon the constant'never-
ending pain of the daily life of his people.

The drawings and sculpture executed prior to I976 were

not an expression of social discontent but were a
reflection of Legae's feelings. His strongr

"humanitarian consciousness" (Egon Guenther, pers.comm.

November 1986) is reflected in Young lr1an (fig 2) .

*This statement was made by Ezrom
H.S.R.C. with other documentation
before the end of the l-ate 197O's
acknowledgement to date and place

Legae and supplied by the
that pertained to Legae

. Unfortunately no
was given.
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Thj-s, Iike so many of the works prior to L976 grew

out of his strong feelings of empathy for humanity.

There is an expression of strength and pride in the

tilt of the upturned head which is juxtaposed with

the feeling of acquiescene in the hands bound behind

the vouth's back. (fig. 3)

Legae's figures are deliberately anonymous; they are

simply depictions of people who could convey his

personal reactions to his environment and to the

times in which he lived. His spontaneous graphic

technique and "superb draughtsmanship" (cecil skotnes,

pers. conun. January 1986) is evidenced in numerous

figure studies. Regret (fig. 4) is a highly expressive

drawing in which the emotion is heightened by the

exaggerated si-ze of the hands and feet which

dernonstrate the mood of despair. Legae has deliberately

not indicated that this man is of the townships or

anywhere in particular but has instead represented

the anguish and sorrow of an "Everyman" '

Because of the actual physical conditions of living in

a townshj-p an artist, like a1I the people there, is

constantly confronted' by this particular human

cond.ition. Legae's drawings signify how strong this

bond. between himsel-f and his people i-s as they reflect

the misery and deprivation that is part of ghetto life.

They do not point to a moral message but show an empathy

between a man and the rest of humanity. Guenther said

that ,'Ezrom Legae never learned the art Of acceptance".
(pers. conrm. November 1986) One might conclude from

this that the torn j-mages demonstrate his spontaneous

reaction to the forces around him. The drawings of

this period which are figurative and strongly
expressive attest to this strong emotional-ism'



A forceful inf luencerprj-or to I976, was Legae's
association with the humanist art-dealer Eqon Guenther

Believing that art must validly reflect the
period and environment which produce it, he
(Guenther) kept an alert look out for evidence
of what he termed "Africanness" in the work of
local- artists and over a mumber of years he
assembled a 'stable' of painters and sculptors
who measured up to his requirements in respect
of both the African character and the aesthetic
quality of their expression. (Bermanr19B3,p 31)

Although not one of the original members of the AmadLozt
Group* Legae was included i-n Guenther's "Amadf ozi
'69 and '7O" as the latter retained the name even after
the group disbanded. Nevertheless Legae has enjoyed and

still- does enjoy close relatj-onships wiLh some of these
artists.A "...certaj-n timeless, iconic artistic style
that is peculiar to Southern Africa and (which) expresses
the essence of Africa" (Lissoos,1986,p 49) has come to
be associated with the art of the AmadJ.ozi- group and by
extension to some degree, the work of Ezrom Legae. But
d.espite that each artist has retained his and her strong
individuality and personal identity. Egon Guenther
believes that great works of art are born out of a

personal reaction to conflict as the artist's personality
reacts to his specific time and environment and he
perceives these seQbacks as having a "fertilizing effect"
(Egon Guenther rpers . conrm. November 19 86 ) f or art. But it
was also the humanism inherent in both Guenther and Legae

which led directly into the aesthetic notions of the
artist which are evident in the work prior to 1976.

*Amadlozi is a Zulu word meaning "Spirit of our Ancestors"
The original members of the group were Guiseppe Cattaneo,
Sydney KumalorCeciIy Sash,Cecil Skotnes and Edoardo Villa.
(L j-ssoos, 19 86 , p 49)
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So although the L97 6 riots had been a period of
consiienLizing it was the the death of the Black
Consciousness leader that seemed to stimulate the
energy and creativity that had been dormant for so

1onq.

Although the Black Consciousness movement is
f-i:''lr" - nnl'i fir:al one a snec'i al CUItUfeE>Jgrl u-Lqrry o PvtI ulvqr utls q Jtrevrqr

fnrmc n:rf n€ -:!^'i,faa1^^.,. ^j*':1--1'. --t WOU]_d haVeI(JIlLtlj Pcrf L UI I L5 ILTeUIIJYy , b lltt-LlaL Ly , aL

to work towards its cloals. But in its broader sense
--,f -^* l -: 

^-L: .qrrs qt,1,rrvqsrr)rl it i; also perceived by some as a

Iiberating instrument towards black self-hood.
Culturally the ideas and thoughts are perceived as

'b1ack thoughts' which have to be conceived
independently of white cultural modes and aesthetics.
Taken at its most general terms j-n South Africa
the cul-tural struggle coul-d be said to be pitted
aqainst Western and Afrikaner dominati-on.

Legae does not subordinate his artistic expression
f a r ^n.i -*. ^F nn] i I i n: I :aitatiOn and hiS WOfkLU q }/uf rIL v! I/v!I uruqr qYl

therefore is not propagandistic, nor can it be

termed 'subversive'. Howeveq the horror which
surrounded the death of Biko had a deep effect on

fhe ma-iori tv 1^'€ nann'l a i; SOuth Af rica. MaSS actiOnLlru ruuJ v! r L]l

as a response to this was prohibited to all- the
people in his own land.

The commemoration of his death was stifled
inside S.A. by the detention of his famillt
and other key l-eaders, though services

' were held in some areas. (Survey of Race
Relations in South Africa , L97B ' p 2I)

Leqae's experi-ence and inf luence was probably of
the broglder spectrum because he, like mill-ions
of other South Afrj-cans, was subject to experiences
of the new militancY and momentum that came with
it. While the post 1976 works demonstrate a greater
concern for political issues they are still rooted
in an interest for aII humanity.
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However, towards the late 1960's Legae experienced
/a break in his creativity and for some time he

produced no work. The interruption in his work is
.r-r-.i -- r aanp exnl a i ns h-i mself .5\Jlttc LllIlrY !gY qE s^y!qrrr- rlr

I think like anybody else you cannot just
continue doing things. One is not mechanical
:nd T n:rJ.icrrlarlrr r^rnrrlr] nlJ. do:nrzfhino ifGIIU r IJql UIUU!qr !J Wvuluf r

there was no feeling towards doing things.
There must be an urge, a feeling that would
drive me, with some sort of comment-value;
some sort of commotion of the spirit; to
make me do things. But I just fel-t there
was nothing for me to say. There was this
cul-de-sac, I'd call it. I looked around
and I felt that people are just doing the
same thing- practically amongi black
artists. I felt there was not much they
were aII doing the same thingi portraits,
sadness, depression. You know, I'm part of
it, but I felt that it's not just that
there is much more. (pers. comm. 5 April
1e86)

The underlying tension in the black community at
this tj-me was almost tangible. The conflj-ct
situation that led to the fatal shooting on June

16 was only part of the rapidly mounting
dissatisfaction prevalent throughout the country.
Legae talks too of the extreme feelings of
hopelessness being experienced amongst the people.

One could feel that there was this, Iike a
balloon, that all- it needed was just a prick,

felt. (pers.comm. 5 Aprit f9B6)

In an interview between Linda Goodman and Ezrom Legae
he explained how he reacted to the then current
situation and to all these emotions.

In that period of time I hibernated like a
little furry animal. I needed some kind of
explosj-on to rock me out of my inherent
l-aziness as an artist and also the kind of
lethargy and lack of incentive and confidence
in my own work that I was suffering from at
this time... The explosion came with the death
of Steve Biko. (Goodman Gal1ery, Recorded
interview, f9B4)
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The art of the next few years shows the starkness
of the real and existing conditions and may also
be seen to be a reflection of the hopes and

aspirations of society. In addition the milieu
that encouraged a generalized liberal conception
of the suffering of the oppressed masses was

rpnl ar-cj hrr A ^: l 'l ar" :-rl .fafket SitUatiOn in

which he was to have more freedom to declare his
stronger political and social- concerns. The events
of that period were so traumatic that even the
perceptions of the white inarket were to shift
after L976. AJ-so the death in detention of
Steve Biko must not be underestimated.
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CHAPTER TWO

'laho c]- rrrnalo fOr freedOm in SOUth AfriCa iS not new

but the events of L976 gave it a fresh impetus and

direction.

Nothing would ever be lhe same again. Sure,
the focus of the struggle has shifted since
then... but it is June 1976 that we wil-l
remember as the month in which the long
process of revol-utron really began; in which
the black people of South Africa really
started to redeem and convert into power n

their cultural heritage. (WeekIy_lla+1 , ?x^,aor a t'o""eii
November 2L 27 1986, p 14)

Nomzamo Mandel-a has described the reaction of the
children whose actions against their oppression
began a chain of radical events.

the determination, the thirst for
freedom in children's hearts, was such
that they were prepared to face those
machine guns with stones. That is what
happens when you hunger for freedom,
w$en you want to break those chains of
oppression. (cited by Kitson, 1986,p 23L)

The situation in the black areas had reached a

point where the confl-ict which had largely been an
j-nternal experience for all now became an external
manifestation of the need for freedom. The recent
past had seen a dramatic escalati-on of violence
and yet alongsj-de that an unprecedented attempt
to bri-ng about change by a varj-ety of more concrete
means " One undercurrent or trend in the cultural
force could be said to be a desj-re to open up new

forms of expression which would convey its needs
to all sections of societv,



The desire for freed'om is one of the strongest and

most consistent threads which runs through the

images of Ezrom Legae. White this is never overtly

stated, this strong urge is clearly perceptible

in even some of his early works. For example a

Head (fig.S) which was begun in the late I96O's

depicts an almost totally masked face whose larqie

eyes seem to peer out in mute hopelessness ' There

is a feeling of suffocation as the covered mouth

cannot open up and proclaim its basic human rights '

The closed. form of this head is indicative of the

Iack of that freed'om which is denied not only to

Legae but to his people' In The Aesthetic Dimension

Marcuse j-ntimates that there are certain qualities

inherentinartthatwillallowatranscendenceof
a highly specific content and form which wiII give

it what he cal-ls 'universality" This latter can

perhaps be equated with Legae's humanistic concerns

which on the one hand are directly affected by the

social conditions and yet on the other, transcerd

it at all stages of his Production'

According to O.K- Werekmeister' Marcuse also

asserts that there is a " fund'amental humane

significance" which transcends certain possible

ideological limitations in a " vision of man in

freedom''.ButMarcuseinlinewiththeaesthetics
of Kant and Schiller also states that when art

is proclaimed' under social conditions
inwhichfreedomisrepressed,artacquires
asubversiveandultimatelyrevolutiondf!l
potential. (Werekmeister,LgT3' p 5f3)

It is interesting to note therefore that Legae's

aestheticformsfromLgT6onwardsShowanincreased
reaction to the emotional torment and agony coinmon

to all humankind irrespective of a place in the

political sYstem '



At the same time they also move more directly into
the arena of political comment. The very specific
social conditions surrounding his production can

be seen after L916 to be instrumental in altering
the forms so that they become the carriers of
other content as well, the nature of which will
be examined further below.

However Legae has noted that despite a general
increase in politicisation he still- felt that many

people even in his own environment "had forgotten
how to fight for freedom." (pers. comm. to Goodman

during interview, 19B4) He said that many did not
seem to understand the meaning of the word so he

created a set of symbols which he was to use to
explore and communicate his ideas. These were

primarily the broken wings of birds and dying
animals. The individual works that emerged over
the next few years entitled Chicken Serj-es

contain the discursive content in which both
overt and hidden orders of si-gnification were

employed.

Legae continued to explore pertinent issues and

as a result there were several contexts and'

levels of meaning in the many images he produced

in thi-s series. He has said that he works on a

particular idea which he then expresses- for
example, in mixed media on paper. When that
particular representati-on j-s complete he moves

away from it completelyrleaving that special set
of id.eas and notions to stand as they are. The

next work then, whilst still of the "series"
would approach a modified concept whilst still
employing his own unique set of symbols and

vocabularv of forms.



He has said;

Vnrr nrnnnJ- ranoa1- rzarrrcol f "- r ^^-unress you are
mechanical. I€s like nature... The beauty
about life are these changes. (pers. conm.
5 April 1986)

In the Chicken Series which followed L916 Legae
^.:^*.iF,, l^i^srgnr-rY nrs u.nl-queemployed a set of symbols to

view of the situati-on.

You see I used the chicken as a symbol of
the bl-ack people of this country, because
the chicken is a domestic bird. Now, cne
can maim a chicken by pulling out its
feathers; one can crucify him and even
ktl1 him. But beware there wiII always
be another egg and a.l-ways another chicken.
If you rernember in all these drawings with
the symbolism of the domestic fowl, the
spirit of Biko hovered and emerged even in
the shadows, sometimes behind bars and
sometimes free. And then watch out because
that chicken suddenly become a vulture and
the aggf ressor. (pers. comm. Goodman Gallery -

1984)

The Chicken Series manifests a set of recurring
elements, patterns and motifs but each work remains
an autonomous entitv i-n itself In Black CockereI,
The Wall, The Sun (fig.6) three of these basic
elements appear in relatively simple and 'easy to
read' form. The bird remains easily recogni-sable
and the wall echoes the idea of domesLicitv inherent
in the form ot
above the wal]

the cockerel. The circular shape

is clear and unambiquous as it most

likely represents the sun. This could^ perhaps be

said to be an exploration of the forms that would
be the forerunners in the more complex images that
were to foll-ow.



But Chicken (tig.7) executed in the following year

expresses the artist's reaction to the events and

situations already described. The bird is no longer

a domestic fowl; it has alread'y become a mythical
vulture-like creature, whose sharp talons crack

the shell of the egg they grip. There is a

destructive quality about this bird whi-ch has been

denuded of its feathers. Despite this rmaiming' it

reigns over the out-sized egg reminding the viewer

that even though it has been mutilated ' there wiII

alwavs be another egg' . The largeness cf the egg

emphlsi-ses the fact that no matter that the bird is

defeathered and no matter what suffering is inflicted
upon the people, the cycle of tife will always be

repeated.

There is a wealth of suggestion in the dense drawing

of the bird. * The f orms provi-de a discursive content
beyond what merely appears to be a beak; it could

just as well be an unfeathered wj-ng- This direct
attribution denotes what Legae himself calls his

symbols of the broken wll]g- The connotations on a

secondary level include a strong phallic suggestion
superimposed horizontally over the body of the bird.
(This is also not clearly visible on the small scale

reproduction.) The inclusion of sexual imagery is
consistent with Legae's symbolic meaning. The egg

refers directly to Legae's notion of the cycle of

regeneration and possibly also to the ' spirit of
Biko'. This latter is a potentially complex phrase

and will be discussed at greater length with
reference to figure eight which perhaps explores
the idea more fully. The phallic symbolism is a

consistent feature in many other works and the

intricate j_nter-relationship between humanranimal

and spiritual regeneration is closely rel-ated to
this. Once again it wil-l be more clearly seen in
another example, Chicken Series II (fig Io) '

*unfortunately much of this detail in thi's and other



But Chicken (fig.7) executed in the following year

axnreqses the artist's reaction to the events and

situations already described. The bird is no longer

a domestic fowl; it has already become a mythical

vul-ture-Iike creature, whose sharp talons crack

the she1l of the egg they grip. There is a

destructive quality about this bird which has been

denuded of its feathers- Despite this 'maiming' it

reigns over the out-sized e99 reminding the viewer

that even though it has been mutilated ' there will

always be another egg' - The largeness cf the egg

emphasises the fact that no matter that the bird is

d.efeathered and no matter what suffering is inflicted

upon the people, the cycle of life will always be

repeated.

There is a wealth of suggestion in the dense drawing

of the bird.* The forms provide a discursive content

beyond what merely appears to be a beak; it could

just as well be an unfeathered wing. This direct
attribution denotes what Legae himself calIs his

symbols of the broken wi:rg- The connotations on a

secondary level include a strong phallic suggestion

superimposed horizontally over the body of the bird.
(This is also not clearly visible on the small scale

reproduction. ) The inclusion of sexual imagery is

consistent with Legae's symbolic meaning' The egg

refers directly to Leg:ae's notion of the cycle of

regeneratj-on and possibly also to the ' spirit of

Bikor. This latter is a potentially complex phrase

and will be discussed at greater length with
reference to figure eight which perhaps explores

the idea more fu11y. The phallic symbolism is a

consistent feature in many other works and the

intricate inter-relationship between humanranimal

and spiritual regeneration is closely related to

this. Once agai-n it will be more clearly seen in
another example, Chj-cken Serj-es rI (fig 10)'

*unfortunatefy much of this detail in thi's and other
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The introduction of the human element al-so directs
attentj-on to the image in the lower lef t corner.
The horizontally placed agonized face is enclosed
in an oval shape that echoes the egg-shape but
which is reminiscent of a spiritual aura. There is
a strong possibility that this coul_d be a self-
portrait in which case the connotation could be
that the artist represents all human beings. His
eyes are tightty closed as he seems to choose not
to look at the threatening image above although
there is a suggestion that in his mind and in his
spirit, he seems to know that it is there. It would
al-so be suggested that this form approximates that
of a crucifix. This would not be inconsistent for
Legae as he has included Christian imagery in
some of his works* and he said that even if the
chi-cken is crucified, there will- always be another.
rilho rrarfin='l nar.{- nf J-hic CfUCifOfm SeCtion noin1-qelrtro L!uur!v!rir DEvLIvtt yvrlruJ

towards the portrayal above but they do not touch,-
they remain separate entities. The separation of
forms could allude to the divisions that exist in
the socj-ety but despite that the aggressive image
of the bird remains dominant.

In Chicken Series (fig 8) the basic elements stil1
exist as an underlying system but there is a shift
in emphasis. Now the bird is partly caged but the
bars are inadequate and cannot possibly contain
the body or the spirit of the bird. This bird.
retains some evi-dence of the domestic fowl but this
is overshadowed by the power of its wings and claws
which have broken through the confines of its
nri -a-t/! aJvrr.

*Works which show a clear Christtan synrlcolism
include one from the Chicken Series in a private
collection in Cape roffing worier
illustrated in Battiss' article I l-967 ,-fr-
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The allusion to Biko is obvious but Lesae's
eonr-en1- of .l-ho | -^.i r.i I n€ Bi ko I i s aa,r.rt"*.vvrrus|J u v! Lllc JPIr I L u! uf lu I- uurrrl-

On one level Biko could be said to represent
the notion that no matter what the body is made to
endure, pain, torture or even death, the spirit
will overcome that and returrr in a new form. The

omnipresent almost oval shape in the top l-eft
corner is a reminder that the germ of regeneration
always remains.

On another level there is the reminder that even
though Bi-kc was tortured and killed and unable to
continue his work, his messag'e and ideas have lived
onr possibly in an altered form. There is a

suggestion that Biko survived as a hero and as a

martyr for his ideals and in this way he, like the
bird, broke out of the prison bars. The freedom which
he represents can also not be contained and like the
mighty bird cannot be confined in a cage.

In another image of the same year Chicken Series IV
(fig 9) Legaers individual lconograply isol-ates and

exaggerates the motif of the egg. His birds
represent beings that are unafraid to die and at the
same tj-me they manifest his belief in regeneration
and rebirth. The small oval shape which is isolated
j-n a darkly shaded area just above the beak could be

said to represent the nucleus of an egg which acts
as a suggestion of growth. The format is dominated
by the oversized egg shape that hints at the promise
of renewal and endurance. It is understood that the
domestic fowl will produce an egg and so continue the
life cycle. On a mythical or allegorical level the
domestic bird will surpass that and become a vulture
which for Legae signifies both regeneration and when

necessary, aggression. The denotation of this is
implicit j-n the images that have already been quoted
as typj-ca1 of what he calls his symbols.



It is inevitable that s er<uality should be a part

of the cycle of rebirth on a physical plane and

Leqae combines both this and the spiritual plane irt

many of his images .Both Chicken Series (IV) (f ig 9 )

and Chicken Series rI (fig Io) are examples- In
the latter the phallic shape acts as a substitute
f ar f ha Fcr(l - p., ! .i ! ^,.d^^^ +-S tOO that he VieWSr\JL Lrr= EYY . D(,l L -L L bUVYUJ L

radanarA1. i nn 1-1n 1. hree ma-ior 'l arzpl q: ani rn= I 'nrrm:n
JII LtMg rtLqJ v! Ig v g I- / qlrrrrrs! 

' 
rrqrrts'3

and spiritual. In presenting the human element

here Legae demonstrates that his interest in
humanism and humanity is always present and that
the human potential for rebirth and renewal is a

powerful and potent force. The skeletal forms that
link this area with the skull 0f the bird function
on both a visual and intellectual level as well.
T.oaaa l-r:c qeid J.ha.|-trT dn mrr fhinkincr w'iJ-h m\t F\zptt

-**J LIIC].L I UU rltv LIIIII^lrrY wrLrr rrrl', "-I-

(pers. conrm. 1986) Thus although the two parts of
+tr^^ .i n-d^ qenAraf e thev are aIsO interdependentLIIe IltiOYg q!s -sIrq!qLu

as thev condition one another reciprocally-

Legae's extremely accomplished Eraphic ability allows
for many levels of meaning to be extracted from his
densely packed images. In the Chicken Series he

represents a complex and highly personal inconography
based in\3,any ways on the various cultural forces
that make up his lif e. The chicken which is abused

symbolises black South Africans who are subject to
-,rnr-, ^r,ra1 nn6.rpqs'i on that it iS tantamOUnt tO theif5L1Urr U!Usr v_t/11!eDJfvrr

hpino nhrzqir-al lrr r-r.innlod or even crucified.. Butusf rrY vrry J!vs!!J

Legae's bird is not gentle and subservient-Prompted
bv the events of L97 6 and the iniquitous circumstances
tiat surrounded the death in detention of steve Biko,
black South Africans, represented by the bird, have

begun to show their power.That Legae views the

situation on both tne physical and spiritual levels
is indicated by the denotations and connotations
of his imagery. In this way he sought to communicate

vrhat he considered to be the political- realities of
c^'r.{-}. a €r'i nr
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He does not need to present a specific political
ir'l enlorrrr r^rhir-h r:an nrrrhans 1^^ ^"--^'i in theILIeLJTLJVy WlIIUrr vqrr ys!rlqyD JJC 5 UllUttCU uy

words of the writer Sipho Sepamla.

since our whole lives are politicized..
we don't have, for instance, to have that
i donl nni na I rri or^rnni nf l. n l-ro :hl a 1. n arar.rrFqqrsuv!vY

ourselves, whether by pen or brush you
don't have an ideological viewpoint you
are expressing what is a reality in your
world. (Behr, VoI 2, I9B5 p fO5)
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CHAPTER THREtr

It is not the intention of this paper to determine
a rigi9 meaning for Legae's language of forms but
rather to suggest a set of possibilities. Legae

hj-mself has stated that there is meaning behind'

his visual imagq: But it must be stressed that it
is not finite; it may be political,philosophical,
netaphysical or merely aIl-ude to everyday realities.
Above all there should always be some aspects that
remain obscure and concealed. Legae has emphasised
fh:1-.

There should be some mystery about it.. You
knowr lou have got to search. It must be
there. It must be very DARK; you must hunt
for this little light(pers. cotnm. September
1986)

As becomes apparent in the discussion of the
Chicken Series, there is no single clear origin,
at least not one that Legae chooses to disclose,
nor an absolute definition of the codes and levels
of his visual connotations. He has articulated
his primary symbols which issue from his own private
lexicon of images and meanings. These can be said to
derive from the diffuse and complex culture that
comprises the 'sub-culture' to which he refers. This
includes his fierce loyalty to Africa as well as his
allegilnce to his black cultural heri-tage, his
people's hopes and aspirations and to Western Society
and culture.

Legae's 'meanings' then, have not been articulated by

any one system and he does not present an authoritarian
text to the viewer. But he d.oes invite the vi-ewer to
search for and find his ideas. One must then, necessqrj-Iy,
draw upon forces outside the visual image as well- This
repertoire must be consistent with the world of the
artist.



CHAPTER. THREE

It is not the intention of this paper to determine

a rigid meaning for Legae's Ianguage of forms but
rather to suggest a set of possibilities - Legae

himself has stated that there is meaning behind

his visual imagE: But it must be stressed that it
is not finite; it may be political,philosophical,
netaphysical or merely allude to everyday realities.
Above aII there should always be some aspects that
remain obscure and concealed. Legae has emphasised

that;

There should be some mystery about it- You
knowr 1lou have got to search- It must be
there. It must be very DARKT you must hunt
for this little light(pers. colnm. September
1986)

As becomes apparent in the discussion of the
Chicken Seri-es, there is no single clear origin,
at least not one that Legae chooses to disclose'
nor an absolute definition of the codes and levels
of his visual connotations. He has articulated
his primary symbols which issue from his own private
l-exicon of images and meanings. These can be saj-d to
derive from the diffuse and complex culture that
comprises the 'sub-culturer to which he refers. This

includes his fierce toyalty to Africa as well as his
allegitnce to his black cultural heritage, his
people's hopes and aspj-rations and to western society
and culture.

Legae's 'meanings' then, have not been artj-culated by

any one system and he does not present an authoritarian
text to the viewer. But he does i-nvite the viewer to

search for and find his ideas. One must then, necess'nrily,
draw upon forces outside the visual image as we11. This

repertoire must be consistent with the world of the

artist.
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It is a very rich world which combines the culture
of Afri-ca and the West and the distinctive culture
that is unique to South Africa. Just as Legae has

formed his own visual vocabulary, it in return has

developed out of the former forces.

While Legae is not involved in overt political
activity as a member of a particular group in the

current struggle for liberation, that does not reduce

the validity of his discourse as he examines and

displays soci-o-political concerns. This examination
of the dialectical relationship between his forms

and content exposes his highty personal and

individual response to the reality that is South

Africa in this decade. If one considers that there
is a political dimension in art that even directly
indicates some form of conscientization, Ezrom Legae's
art must at times be considered as 'political'-
Marcuse sees the

political potential of art in art j-tself;
in the aesthetic form as such... (therefore)
by virtue of its aesthetic form, art is largely
autonornous vis a vis the given social relations.
(Marcuse, L979, p ix)

This explanation would.apply to Legae wl'o does not
f it neatly into cne socJ-ety's pattern but who

transcends society to explore the "political
potential of art" in aesthetic terms.He tacitly
acknowledged thaL art has the capacity to protest
against social conditi-ons and ideology but the
artistic experience seems to remain paramount for
him.He is not a moralist in a didactic sense but works

l-ike Death of Freedom* (fig 1I) show his concern with the

eternal values relating to humanity

*Death of Freedom serves as the titl-e

-

on paper, in which Legae continues to
intricate ideas.

for several works
express his



You see with the Death of Freedom I felt such
a deep disillusionment about my people; not
only Otack but generally the people of South
Africa, who are so oppressed. Sometimes the
whj-tes d.o not even realise how oppressed they
zYA

I mean the blacks are more physically oppressed,
but the whites don't know what freedom is either.
ft seemed. to me that even in my own environment
m\r nonnl e had fnrrrn1- l-pn hor' !a €i -].+' €nr f fegdomi...j IuI9(JLLClL lrVW LU !rYrru !vr

how to understand the word; so the broken wing
of birds and dying anj-mals became my symbols,
but I never forgot the spirit of Biko and hope.
(Good.man Gallery interview, 12 December f9B4)

In this particular drawing of the Death of Freedom, \qlg

(fig rI) he has expanded upon the fundamental symbols

of the Chicken Series. The bird and the egg-shape are

present but the emphasis of the former is on the
broken wing. The aggressive nature of the vulture has

been taken over by this feeling of "deep disillusionment".

The complex image along the right side of the format
could be said to denote the broken wj-ng; the broken
spirit of those for whom freedom is dead. There is an

expression of utter hopelessness and futility in the
thought that this espouses. But Legae has packed this

'wing' with many suggestions The face which is human

appears to be agonJ-sed. It could also refer to the

image of Jesus on the shroud in whj-ch case there would

be a message of hope and rebirth. Below this the
a:nbiguous forms suggest at orce both a bird's face and

the roundness of a seed. The skeletal spine could
either be that of a human,or a bird or could allude
to a thorny branch. This is subtley repeated in an

open space in the centre of the image and it refers
directlv to the head above.

This head or skul-l presents a conflation of concepts.

It appears to be the caged head of an animal as Legae

told of "dying animals". If that is so then the
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imprisoned cr':ature represents those for whom freedom

is dead. But it also could be said to con%te the head

of Jesusrcrowned with thorns and about to endure

further bitter punisirment, but ultimately to rj-se again
aq a svmlro'l of npar:e- The form that links the twoJ_I rrryvr

predominant images is the oval or egg-shape that
represents renewal and rebirth. Thus, very simply, the
artist has united both fpr-rm and content in what could
be an image of the life-giving sun or even a foetus,
representing the begining of life.

In Death of Freedom ( fig L2) the spectator is once

again presented with symbols and signs that are
narf i r-rr'l ari zed - Therz ref ers !^ r ^--^ | ^ tmmediate
I/q! La9U!q!I4gU. lrrEY !s!s!D LL' lgl]Ag J l

world, especially as this too is possibly a self-
norfra'i f - He innnrnnr:.l.oc c:*':1^- ^r^*^-1ts bUt inIrv! s!qrL. rre l-i,IL-Lrl-t,\JraLg> JarttIIo! grEllLglJ

each drawi-ng there is a shif t in perception.
Although he said that he "never forgot the spirit
of Biko and of hope" there seems to be only a remote

expectatj-on of anticipation of freedom i-n this
n:rl-i r-rrl:r im;r-..]ge.

It is significant to note that when one of Legae's
works entitled Death of Freedom was selectedr orl

artistic merit, to represent South Africa at the
.c\Valpafr-so Bj-ennale j-n 1979 it was decided by the

gallery that the title had to be changred to
Statement f or 19 BO as i-t was thouqht that it was

unlikely that the South African authorities would
approve the original title. Because titles are less
relevant than the actual works themselves and i-n fact
the new title still encompassed his j-deas, Legae

agreed to this change.

Legae's oeuvre was not
pred.ominant cycles. In
Mandqv Doq and Mate III

restricted to these two
other works like

(fig 13 ) and Nector rI (fig 14)
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or The Anatomy of a Dead Horse (fig 15)he continues
to express his complex feelings and ideas. There is
an aura of unreality in the fractured images which
are dramatically juxtaposed with the harsh reality
of his comment. There is a certai-n amount of tension
as these finely drawn symbols and allusions refer
rliranJ-lrr 1-n orrorrzd:rr:nimal- ^^^^l^ =-'l a1-'-i^nf- ahziua!EU L!v uv s v e!y uqy qrrrrilqr> , PtiUIJIe d'IIU \rUJ CU L> allu

yet at the same time they seem immaterial.

There is seldom any suggestion of perspective or
other traditional illusionistic device. His application
of colour is hiq'hlv controlled and sensitive and its

.: *- ,,^^r1,qlrrry urs -at= -= a source of emphasis to both forn
and content when it is emplol'ed on the two-dimensional
-., -t - ^^JU!!qUE.

'l'h6 l mada Al!.rrs), v

I nnl.'i nc h i rd

Legae's words

-l-l-ra €i nrrra a-ad I i nnLIIS ! t_\-] U! g U! qUrIllV

in Man and his Bird
:?rnrrJ-

: dianifiori imnari:lres, arl(yer rsr

rrld rhl 1e tn\!!: Lvt +r t

freedom and non-freedom. It was a yen and a
ritual, just the way it is in all my work(which)
is based on my personal experience. Sometimes
I am conscious about it, and sometimes I am not.
I spread my wings - spiritually and in other ways,
l-ike a bird and the flapping brings the wing to
the body; out and in. The flight is self-
preservation. (pers.comm.29 November i986)

This image cou1d be said to encapsulate more than a

lifetime on earth as it encompasses the spirit of
humankirdand the whole order of regeneration as we}l.
Within the sj-ngle drawing of one man,Leg:ae has

suggested an entire cycle of conceptionrlife,death and

regieneration.The bald headed man with heavy sad and

sunken eyes is composed of several stages in the life
of a human being or more specifically in Legae's term,
'manr.The cycle moves from the face of the gentle child
on the right,through the pulsat.ing musculature and

strength of vibrant youth represented by the arm that
supports the bird,freedom,to the wise counse.l of the head
and then on to the reminder of human mortality and death
in the bones which comprise the man's left arm.
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Partiatly superimposed over this is an area of azure

blue in which are placed two egg-shaped forms in
yellow and white. Both their colour and shape suggest

an egg and therefore the idea of conception and also
of renewal. The blue area also brings together the

chil-d, the youthful arm and the 'egg' and .there is the

suggestion that perhaps the future for freedom lies
not in the old man who cradles the bird, but in the
youth of South Africa. The bird which is so tenderly
and lovingly cradled by the o1d man is the artist's
symbol of freedom. It could also be saj-d to be the

spirit of hope in regeneration because Legae has said
that one must "always flap the wings" (pers-comm.29

November 1986) which is tantamount to the never-end.ing
search for freedom.

In Ezrom Legae's concept of freedom expressed in
aesthetic form he unites many concepts. The overt
symbols are only part of his discourse. For example

when he spoke of how both black and white South Africans
are affected. by oppression, he implied both physi-cal and

spiritual oppression. Implicit in the decaying and

truncated images of the hungry dog (fig 13) or the
dying horse (figs 15 and 25) is the hope for renewal,
just as the death of freedom or the state of non-freedom

is united in his image with the hope and fight for
freedom.

The Mask of a Martvr (fig i-7) is a symbol of this hope.

The face, consistent with his humanism, is the face of
any one of the many people who have died as I victirw of
apartheid and in adherence to the cause for freedom. One

could say that the "spirit of tsiko" hovers over this small
yet highly evocative bronze. ltrowever it is not a tribute
to Biko himself and once again represents the spirit of
freedom inherent in all humanity and for whj-ch so many

must yet die without ever achieving it.
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Legae does not dwell only on negative forces. Just as

the r:omnlex i-^-^^ -1"-"^ show the hope of the futureurls uvruyre^ Ill,td,9eb crtWclyS

so too his Germination (fig 18 and f8A) is a declaration
of growth and fecundity. Althoughtliere is the suggestion
that he has combined human and plant forms, the former

seem to predominate. Sexual imagery plays a vital role
in Legae's canon. It can be regarded on several levels
as he asserts that it is the life-cycle and perhaps even
-irrqf normal human behaviour that ensures regenerationJsve

and rebirth. On a connotative level the spectator is
reminded that the work relates to the contemporary
political situaLion in that the bl-ack people will always

;. a part of Africa where they belong. Fertility can be
i nlarnraf arl a^ - -.'-1-.n'l .i n 1- ormq nf noraTF?- f nr .|. he neonl pJ-IrLg!l,J.gLEU A5 O, >yrtLJJUr llr uE!lrtJ v! yvvvu! !v! erre

who yearn for freedom.

These connotations are even apparent in the smooth form

of the 1985 Head (fig 19) . The gentle rounded base reaches

to an apex which is echoed behino (fig 2C-) the face in a

very "f".t reference to female genitals. The slightly roughened

texture and golden glow of this almost oval form contrasts
sharply with the elongated body that is For Robyn (fig 2L),

The frontal view presents an unambiguous female form whose

fult breasts maintain a balance and harmony with the gently
twisted shoulders. However if viewed from behind (nig 22) the
whole form takes on new significance as the shape assumes that
of an erzect phallus. Legae seems to be returning to an

exploration of what is often perceived of as the balance in
nature of male and femal-e to produce a harmonj-ous unj-t. He

appears to be making a statement about sexuality at its basic
1evel and it seems unlikely that he is making any sort of.
political statement. In this almost elegant and statuesque
tribute, Legae seemsto have escaped momentarily into a realm
removed from the harsh realities of the process of change in
South Africa. It is almost as if he is reverting to the forms

and preoccupations pre-J-976 but it remains an apparently
isolated instance of his return to this kind of imagery.



Legae does not dwell only on negative forces - Just as

the r:omnl ex images always show the hope of the future
so too his Germination ( fig' lB and IBA) is a declaration
of growth and fecundity. Although tiere is the suggestion
that he has comb j-ned human and plant f orms, the former

seem to predominate. Sexual imagery plays a vital role
i-n Legae's canon. It can be regarded on several ievels
as he asserts that it is the life-cycle and perhaps even

just normal human behaviour that ensures regeneration
and rebi-rth. On a connotative level the spectator is
reminded that the work rel-ates to the contemporary
political situatj-on in that the black people will always

be a part of Africa where they belong. Fertitity can be

interpreted as a symbol in terms of power for the people

who yearn for freedom.

These connotations are even apparent j-n the smooth form

of the 1985 Head (fig 19) . The gentle rounded base reaches

to an apex which is echoed behind (fig 20) the face in a

very clear reference to female genitals. The slightly roughened

texture and golden glow of this almost oval form contrasts
sharply with the elongated body that is For Robyn (fig 2L),

The frontal view presents an unambiguous female form whose

full breasts maintain a balance and harmony with the gently
twisted shoulders. However j-f viewed from behind (fig 22) the

whole form takes on new signifi-cance as the shape assumes that
of an erZect phaI1us. Legae seems to be returning to an

exploration of what is often perceived of as the balance in
nature of male and female to produce a harmonious unit. He

appears to be making a statement about sexuality at its basic
level and it seems unlikely that he is making any sort of
poli-ti-cal statement. In this almost elegant and statuesque
tribute, Legiae seemsto have escaped momentarily into a realm

removed from the harsh realities of the process of change in
South Africa. It is almost as if he is reverting to the forms

and preoccupations pre-1976 but it remains an apparently
isolated instance of his return to this kind of imagery.
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CHAPTER F'OUR

As Legae extends and explores the meanings of his
symbols he establishes a unigue and almost private
metaphori-c language. In his critical essay on

George Bataille's Story of the Eve' The Metaphor
of the Eve, Roland Barthes explores the vari-ous
phases and manifestations of an object which is
"far removed from its original being" as I-t passes
rtfrnm imaoe ]-o imaoatt - "down the nafh of a, svYvrr

nrrf i nrr'l rr im^-i-^!.: ^* !l^-! distorts but neverIJq.l. LIUUTOT -Lrrra(j Irla Lauf r Llra L

drops it". (Barthes, 1983, p 118)

The method in which he examinesr oo many levels,
fhe r-omnl pwi 1- rz r-tf tt f he F\/Ftt i ^ ^'r ^^ -*-1-icable toLIt E \-\rrrrPrei\I LJ \,/! LrrE vy c I5 o.r5\J atJyr

the oval or egg shape employed by Legae. This,form
which is present in some form or other in a large
majority of his works is someho,v dif f erent in each

picture. Consequently it represents different aspects
of one central concept in the regeneration cycIe.

The sometimes regular and sometj-mes irregular oval
shape becomes a primary metaphor for Legae. In
Chicken Series (fig 23) it could be said to represent
a foetus that contains the chicken as it undergoes

its metamorphosis to become a vulture. The circular
form is repeated in the right hand corner sug:gestive
either of an egg complete with nucleus or as the
$/arm and ntrp.uring sun. Thus the metaphor is extended
to a secondary level which has wider meaning and

siEnificance both within the drawing and within the
content as it refers to societv bevond the format.
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fn Chicken Series VIII (fig 24) there is a repetition
of the metaphor but it assumes slightly different
forms. In this way the recapitulation acts as a

reminder of both the primary meaning and its secondary
and wider significance. In this work it is tempting
to suggest that the furry little creature lying
huddled in the security of the foetal-shape refers
directly to the artist during his state of
"hibernation".It is suggested that he will emergie

from this state as Legae did after 1976 -'77 to
become the aggressive bird who in turn is breaking
free of the confines of egg-she1l.

In this way Legae demonstrates that his use of
symbols and metaphoric language is only part of
his discursi-ve practice. Aesthetic form and a

composite of id.eas unj-te in his artistic vision
as a manifestation of his comment about his society
during a specific historical period.

Other objects are caught up within the original
metaphor. In Anatomv of a Dead Horse (fiq 25) the
foetal form and egg shape are subtlpy combined
into one force which contaj-ns the splayed out
i-magie of the dying horse. There is an increased
richness about the original metaphor j-n which one

idea recal-ls and reinforces another. The complete
cycle of regeneratj-on is contained within the image
of the egg and dead animal.



Legae's metaphor is not open and easily apparent

as it is depend'ant upon other factors both within

thepictureandbeyondit.Theovalformalonedoes
not constitute a discourse as it relies on other

factors. One aspect is that the total image must

present a valid account of the circumstances which

it purports to represent' only then can the

metaphor be successfully sustained'

Legae interchanges the two chains of his double

metaphors just as Bataille does ' The form may be

subtle as ( fig 25) or

dominant as it is in Chicken Series IV (fig 9)'

The sequences of information become "immediately

possible" (Barthes, 19B3, p L24)) provided the

spectator und.erstand.s his (Legae' s ) vocabulary '

In the Chicken Series IV (Fig 9) the form which

predominates assumes a far greater significance

than in the other. This in turn conveys a

d.ifferent aspect as it acts as a referent to the

i ^€nrmat i nn
Il!!v!rrlu

the artist wishes to convey'

Legaer like BatailIe, transfers meaning "at

different levels of metaphor" (Barthes'1983 p L25)

and similarly his oval, be it egg, foetus or sun,

is "closely bound up with the genital" 1r'"'".'l''''p L25)

-s t,they end.lessly exchange meanings" ('r,.,.-",,,.]"p I25)'

The strongly sensual imagery that constantly

appears in Legae's work is inter-related to these

Ieve1s of metaphors as he interlinks them for

greater emphasis of his original statement'

33



Although the forms of the metaphor are often clear

their exact meaning is obscure ' In Nector III
(fig 26) the ovoid shape has been reduced to a small

dull yellow form but the sexual imaqery has become

d.ominant as the bird holds the torn phallus of the

castrated manin its beak. Perhaps the implication
is that as the aggressive forces remain the more

powerful so the forces of growth and regeneration
receede.

Legae does not saturate his metaphors. He explores
t-heir rlasr:rintive terms and qualities in many

.imrnac =nA nn mAnw'l ewels and thus enriches his
Iltld,9 gJ qIIu vrr lrrqrrJ

work. It is difficult to determine the exact
direction he seems to be taking via his
expressive means. One cannot categorize his work

as eirtirely political nor as essentially
humanitarian as his concern seems to encompass

both and he wilt not subordinate his type of work

for a format that would attract mass attention'
Sipho Sepamla expresses a view somethat similar
to Legae's;

Irm not very sure whether all work must
necessarily esnouse a political view-
point. I think it is important for an
artist to be aware of his surround'ings, and
that will be reflected in his work consciously
or unconsciouslY. The energy of
creativity comes out 1n a way I don't
understand myself- So some wiII be political,
others will not. (Behr, 1985, Vol 2, p 1O7)

Although a spontaneous urge to create is vita]']Y
necessary for Legae, his specific symbols and

metaphors are carefully considered and should be

appreciated in the light of the social, cultural
and political situations prevailing at the time'
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The following comments although made at different

timeilserve to illustrate this point. He has said

that...

Things must come from an urge, that will bring
one close, there must be some love, even if it
is not sustained- But I have portrayed things
whether consciously or unconsciously; but I
think I'm consciousi the meaning has to control
me on the paper. (pers. conm. 5 April 1986)

By consciously formulating his own visual vocabulary

Leqae seems to be working on a precise level of

.onl*,rrri-.ation. He explores his ideas on both specific
and generic planes and then he conveys these to the

spectator. His comments on the series The Anatomv of

a Dead Horse give an indication of his thought
process

The horse seems to be reviving since I did
that...now we understand that there are
people who care i-n the world and so maybe that
horse will regenerate -

In my culture I do believe in the hiararchy
of nature, but I also bel-ieve like all my
people that my spirit cannot die with my
Lorpot.al body. I am not sure that I will be
re-incarnated into another being but I know
that man and beast are equal in the scheme
of things .(Recorded interview between
Lind.a Goodman and E zrom Legae , L2 December
19B4)
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CONCLUSION

Just as it is important to consider the society in
which art j-s produced so is j-t necessary to
arr:'lrrr{-o ]-ho SOCietV WhiCh will act aS the Consumer

of the art. These two are not necessarily mutually
exclusive especially in the case of Legae, his
public and market. In the earlier discussion of his
work it has been discovered that hi-s art does not
function as an ideological weapon. It does not aim

to serve any prevailing ideology or class and it
works rather on a level of communication to serve
as a commentary and to reflect his personal aspirations.

Ezrom Legae does not perceive himself as a spokesperson
ronracan{. i na l- ho i nl-aroqf c 1.1r i rionl noi oc ^F n{-}rarc!glJlEJEIt LIIIU rrr uv! U! IugUrUy I=J U! U LIIE! - ,

nor does he see himsel-f as an i-nstrument of- radical
change. It does however appear as if he considers
himself as representative of the certain philosophical,
social and polj-tical concerns of a very large group
of South Africans. The form and content of his art
and the j-deas and concepts cut across cultural and

colour lines of a society that is divided in so many other
ways.

Norman Bryson has said that "meaninEs are not
produced by the image, but are instead found
within j-t", (Bryson, 1981, p 16) . Legae's forms
provide a discursive comment which is not
necessarily apparent to the spectator, but whi-ch do

signify something specific; what he calls his
symbols. But this r ds has been noted is only one

part of his particular sign system.



Neither the art historian, critic nor viewer

should seek to embellish the origi-nal work but

should allcx,v Legae's art to express itself '

However, to accomplish this sucessfully one must

operate to a certain extent,as Bryson suggests,

from outside the work itself. The expression
provided by the historical- or philosophical.
conditions that were i-nstrumental in its
production have to be considered and evaluated'
These codes, images and symbols have never been

formally taught to the artist but have instead
been socially and politically determined'
These "codes of connotation" as Bryson calls them

have no precise origin but have evolved out of
Legae's success in weld.ing together the two worlds

in which he lives.

But a contradiction arises out of this. It seems

doubtful that the majority whose interests and

aspirations he seeks to represent would even

understand his aesthetic vision. They would

comprehend and support the "message" of his
content if it were deciphered and explained but
it would be incomprehensible in the complexity of

its original form.

This leads one then to ask the question for whom

is Legae's work regarded. as a valid comment? Does

it present any sort of protest against the unjust

system that prevails in South Africa and can' it
therefore be acknowledged as part of the struggle
for political and cultural freedom? No single
answer is possible because of the complex nature of

South African society in which several groups

would address both question and answer from a

vari-ety of persPectives -



One could perhaps put a black and white intellectual
and economic elite together with liberal white opinion
who would constitute the main body of those who

understand anc1 appreciate his work. They would also
fall into the category of being the group most likely
Lo cons j-st of his potential market.

Matsumela Manaka has said the follovring'about the
average black urban home owner

You never find art works hanging on the walls in
Soweto homes and the fault is with the black
artist to some extent. We have never bothered to
make sure that we hang our art in our own houses-
We are worried about our work hanging in white
homes...But you never see art works here in the
fownchin- whir:h is whrr h'l ar:k arf ists are sogVYVrrJrrrt/ t wrl!vrr

limited. (Behr, 1985. Vol 2, P 35)

A different perspective of this issue concerning the
market follows. It is interesting to note from the
remarks made by Lind.a Goodman that even people who d'o

not understand the many levels of signification still
buy Legae's art. Their motivatj-on for buying these
could cover a wide range vrhj-ch would encompass many

opinions. Some people buy for the pure aesthetic
pleasure to be derived from 'art for art's sake' ,

some as i-nvestment or collector I s value and some

unfo.rtunately in a patroni-sing manner which is part
of the desire to be the owner of a work of art by

a prominent black artist.
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When Goodman was asked. i-f works of art were often
bought for purely politj-cal reasons she answered;

I've always had sell-outs on Legae - he is
qui-te blatant about the politi-ca1 content
of hj-s work - and the most unlikely people have
bought Ezrom's paintings- not knowing what the
hell they're buying...I think that with Paul
(Stopforth) j-t's quite easy to pin-point because
it is very blatant, but with Ezrom Legae, where
you get an exhibition called "Chj-cken" which is
aII about Biko r ot "Freedom is Dead" which he
changed to "Statement for 1980", etc. or the
"Anatomy of a Dead Horse", etc., they are all
political, but the titles are very ambiguous-
you can't really say this is a political artist.
So to the public itrs not evident what they're
saying. One over-estimates the political
awareness of the public. (Behrr1985rVol 2,p 78)

Another group which falls j-nto a slightly different
category would be a small section of the American market.
During 1985 Legae exhibited j-n America along with Kumalo,

Skotnes and Vill-a
good response to

in a show also entitled "Amadlozi" The

his work miqht be included in the range
mentioned. Itsimilar to the 'up-market groupr previously

would include those Americans who, for whatever private
reason, would enjoy the idea of lending support to a black
South Afrj-can. Although the tone here might appear to be

sonrewhat derisive and judgemental, that is not the intention

There is another section of the public which also cuts
across the colour and cultural line but which is brought
together ideologrcal.ly whrt, would very possibly be openly
hostile to any suggestion that Legaers art might to
some greater or l-esser extent be politically motivated.
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It woul-d be considered that both its aesthetic form

and sometimes obscure content and its 'non-realismt
would place it beyond the prrrameters of art in service
nf nnl i 1- i r-a'l i dan'l ncrrz- Tt would be asserted that allv! uvr! elvsr rgev&vYJ

cultural forms must serve unambiguously and precisely
as political tools and even weapons r ds the carriers
of messages in service of a specific ideology.

Although there is a determined body of black artists
who resent the fact that their art should have to be

seen to fit into this , ot a " township art" 61 " tourist
art" mould, there is a great deal of pressure being
brought to bear on many artists and cultural workers
to conform to the beliefs stated above. Art is seen

as being part of the process of material production
in the current struggle, not only between cfasses but
='l-n =a=incf tho rrr'l ino reoime- Polii.ir:al aft then iScI>u qY qlrrJ u Lrrg ! u !4rrY ! eY rrlte

required to serve the interests of society by asserting
its values and demands in a direct and unequivocal
manner. It is also possible that those who espouse

this l-ine of thinking would reject some of the values
inherent in Legae's iconographical canon, for example

his fundamental- regard for humanity and human vafues
which transcend political and cultural boundaries.

As noted briefly above there exists a certain amount of
friction and dissension amongst groups of black artists
themselves. The divisi-on has some roots in the social
divisions inherent in society but perhaps the fundamental
problem seems to revolve around. adherence to political
conviction and as such is fraught with ideological issues
too complex to be explored withi-n the scope of this
dissertation. However, one aspect of this division exists
in terms of the differences in age and experience of the
artists. The younger ones are generally far more

conscientized and poli-ticised in terms of reslstance to
oppression and in perceptions of the socj-o-cultural
situation than thei-r older colleagues.
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There is Yet another factor and

to both the art market and the

produced. Once again Matsumela

ouoted

Gavin Younge evaluates
between the artist, his
from a different angle '
but recognises that the

exchange relations " in

d.imension with regard

audience for whom it is
Manaka's opinion is

You are noc making art to make money' you are
doing it to .o**utti.ate, but unf ortunately '
vour communication is your commodity of exchange
-(eehtr, VoI 2rL9B5, P 36)

The impressj-on that artists create freely fof
the market is iJ-lusory' We create freely within
the forms of art production, but these forms
themselves are ullimately determined by their
oroduction for exchange. (younge,L979 ' p l-7)

the problem of the relationshiP
or her work and the consumer

He resents the gallerY sYstem

artist must enter into the

order to survive".

this

work
as

Ezrom Legae seems to have come to terms with many of

these problems. The following is an example of how he

has coped with the sort of problem that arises when

one is pulled between the forces of two cultures
d.uring a period of extreme political and social unrest

and uncertaintY.

Almost a year before there was any thought or suggestion

of a mass boycott of the Johannesburg Centenary

celebrations,Legae was invited along with four other

artists (white) all of whom were held to "have made

thej-r mark on the art of south Africa" (Friends of

the Gallery, Print Portfolio order form) to mark

occasion by participation in the Johannesburg

Centenarv Print Portfolio. He agreed to submit a

which could be said to encompass his own vision

discussed in this PaPer.



However, months after the prints were designed and

were already being printed the boycott swung into

force and Legae was placed in an invidious position.

His response on being questioned about this was

characteristically restrained, clearly thought

through and matter-of-fact.

Whatbetterwaythantoshowpeoplehowlfeel-
what I wanted to say is righL in there' Its a

way - a form of protesting - So thatrs no
pr-oblem. (pers.comm. 5 April 1986)

He said it was also made easier because the gallery

is not in a high-profile situation and only a very

select group of people were involved in the whole

i-ssue. He also felt that,

We1l, Iuckily you know, people are not too
aware and that place (The Johannesburg Art
Ga}lery) never gets f requented by m3'ny blacks '
Luckily. (pers- comm- 5 April 1985)

He add.ed that he had refused the director,
christopher TitI permissj-on to photograph him which,

added to all his remarks, shows that the j-ssue is not

simple and clear cut but he was able to resolve it

reasonably sat j-sf actorilY -

Ten years after the student uprisings and the turmoil
that was to jolt him into a new creativity Ezrom Legae

remains firmly commifed to expressing his ideas and

beliefs in vj-sua} terms. He regards these as relevant
to the socio-cultural and political situation that
exists much changed j-n some ways during the past

decade. As black resistance to gon"{in"nt policies has

strengthened. and confl-ict has become an everyday part

of South African life, Legae's committment to his
people has taken a different turn.



During 1986 he prod.uced almost no art works himself
but devoted himself to working full-time for a

community-based arts group in Soweto. In this way

he can be seen to be facing the realities that are
1986 and to being a part of the conditions that
seem to be changing so rapidly. He can be seen to be

a part of the struggle towards liberation in that he

contributes to the activities of the black community

and he shares its consciousness. If art is his means

of expression and communication he employs it in the
most approprJ-ate manner whether as artist ("I hate
the word artist" he said.. Pers. Comm. October f9B6)

or as worker and teacher (another word he did not
likel). But he can also express himself through his
personal language of symbol and metaphor in aesthetic
form. He has both the ability and the right to commit

himself by whatever means he sees fit. At the same

time he has not discarded his Western dimensions which

are an intergral part of hj-mself and his life- Ezrom

Legae seems to be able to breach some of the divisions
that exist in a divided South Africa as he keeps r ds

he would sdy, one foot in each society.
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EZROM LEGAE:

193B

.AIy)y o.r

1965

L966

69

L967

L969

19 70

l-97 I

L97 2

L972

L97 1

L9t9

74

19 BO

19 8I

19 Bs

qtrT.trT-T RTOGRAPHTCAL DETAILSu!!!v

Born in Sophiatown, South Africa

Stud.ied at Polly Street Art Centre
under Skotnes and Kumalo

Art Instructor at PoIIY Street,
Iater the Jubilee Centre,Johannesburg

First "one-man" exhibitionrJohannesburg
Exhibited at RePublic Festival
Exhibition, Pretoria-

Awarded Oppenheimer Sculpture Prize on
"Art-s .A. Today" .

Participated. in "Amadlozi '69" group

Awarded travel scholarship sponsored
by U.S. Exchange Programme.

Exhibited with S.A. Graphic Art, touring
Belgium, Holland. and West Germany'
Republic Festival Exhibition' Cape Town'

Awarded. bursary ex Merit Grant Fund', U'S

Director of African Music and Drama
Association Art Project.

"Chicken Series" Exhibition of Drawingsr
Goodman Gallery, Johannesburg.

Represented by drawings at Valparaiso
BiEnnale- Awarded.'Honorable Mention'
S .A. Graphic Art rBonn rWest Germany '

"sculpture 80" University of Pretorj-a

"Black Art TodaY", Soweto-

Exhibition by Four major South African
Artists, Good.man GaIIery Johannesburg
and U. S .A.

Scul-pture forms part of exhibition at
Goodman GallerY
Johannesburg Centenary Print Portfolio
Participation in Johannesburg Art and
Artists:
Selections from a CenturyrJohannesburg
Art GallerY
Worked at DAMP community centre Soweto'

19B6



Ezrom Leqae in Public Collections

S.A. Natj-onaI GaIIery, Cape Town

Johannesburg Art Gallery
Pretoria Art Museum

Universi-ty of the Witwatersrand,Johannesburg
University of Fort Hare, Alice
William Humphrey Gallery rKimberley
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Recorded Interview L2 December L984,
Goodman GaIIery.

Johannesburg Art and Artists.
Sel-ections from a Century.
Johannesburg Art GaIIery, Sigma
Press, Pretoria, f986.

The Aesthetic Dimension

-

English Version, The MacMillan Press,
London,I979.

"Black Artists: We're
'political' Iabels"

facl rrn r.ri J-h

3l-- Nov 6 ,Weekly MaiI, October
1985, p 18.

The Hid.den Heritdg€r
@ut: June - August,
t986 r "Bob Thompson; l4atri-x 96" '

"Marx on ldeology and Art"
N.L.H.,4, J-973 r pp 5OO 519

"Dead in One's Own Lifetime"
in Dead in One's Own Lifetime- Art in
Apartheid Society, NUSAS Conference
Art and Liberation Week, May L979,UCT.
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Interviews were recorded on taPe

with Cecil Skotnes, January 1986

with Ezrom Legae, April 5, 1986 and September 30, 1986'

Notes were taken during an informal conversation with
Egon Guenther, November 1986

and during several conversations with Ezrom Legae during
1986.

A few
works'
l^'' .|-li^yy urrs

newspaper clippings of the 1960's and photos of early
and one item of background. j-nformation were supplied
Centre for Art-Historical Research, H.S-R.C.




